
HOLM
Relaxing by Vancouver’s rivers, rocks and streams
because when you are here, you are holm.
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Our CLIENT

Our USER

Walrus Design Inc. is a local Vancouver venue which has 
a collection of modernistic style home goods and decor.It 
supports local artists and holds a enchanting array of de-
signer accessories.

Our goal is to provide quality design products that are 
reasonably priced and available to our local Vancouver 
community.



Our OBJECTIVE

Our INSPIRATION

Helping assist a daily ritual to support mental wellnes. 
We hopw to create emotional connection to the object 
that the user will treasure it for years to come.

Comes from the beauty of the natural enviroment,both 
flawed and perfect in its own way. We also hope to seek 
out multiple perspectives from different walks of life to 
gain insight.

About Walrus

The Walrus Design Inc. was established in 
2009 and celebrates well crafted design items. 
Through Design and Make, we were honored 
to work with them and recieve feedback about 
our products. Walrus aims to support Canadian 
made design products and finds room for new 
ideas along side the well established. Through 
this project, we aimed to create a product that 
would shine on the Walrus shelves. 

“We’re usually celebrating something fun 
in the world of  art and design.”



This course introduces students to the fun-
damentals of  designing for production and
manufacturing techniques for wood-base
production.

Through a series of  lectures/demonstra-
tions/field trips the student would be ex-
posed to a broad perspective of  different 
manufacturing methods and systems that 
are required in the production of  wood-
based products.

Working in teams of  3 or 4,  students will 
design a compact accessory item and identi-
fy the means of  how to safely and efficiently 
reproduce that item in limited quantities (5 
to 10 units depending on size and complex-
ity) its packaging and branding to a prede-
termined maximum retail price point of  
$70.

Project Brief PHASE 1 | DIVERGENT AND CONVERGENT THINKING USING WORDS:

We started with an excersize of  associating different words to give us ideas with which to inspire the project. We expanded on the 
number of  words and then slowly narrowed down aftewr which we drew some narrative pictures to give life to the words. We included 
8 of  these words in our visual design brief  to guide our design.
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PHASE 2: VISUAL DESIGN BRIEF:

Outlines the general direction we wish to take with the design

PHASE 2: VISUAL DESIGN BRIEF:

Outlines the general direction we wish to take with the design



PHASE 3: INITIAL CONCEPT SKETCH: PHASE 3: INITIAL CONCEPT SKETCH:

During our initial sketch phase,
we explored many different types
of  home accessories. We initially
broke down what each room of  the
house needs and then did iterations
based off of  those ideas.

We then chose four paths to pursue
further. We began looking into
lighting, plants,drinking (tea and
coffee and the rituals around that),
as well as, bathroom storage and
decoration.



PHASE 4 | ROUGH MODELS: PHASE 5 | LIGHT STUDIES

As we moved forward with our design and began doing 3D prototyping,
we started to find ourselves drawn to lighting. We looked into different
materials and started to play with shadows.

We continued with our lights studies and were
quite drawn to a mesh of  organic form and
layers.

We were also intrigued by the idea of  a small
rock-like light. We initially wanted half  of  the
form to be solid and the other half  emit light.



PHASE 6 | BACK TO SKETCH

Taking our idea into the production setting posed a great challange. We returned to the 

drafting board to establish some new ideas, keeping the production process in mind. 

PHASE 6 | BACK TO SKETCH



PHASE 7 | 3D MODELS | 1:1 SCALE: PHASE 8 |FUNCTIONING MODELS | 1:1 SCALE:

As our light started to take form, we started to play more with
the idea of  layers instead of  two separate materials. We wanted to create a
mood light that doubled as a decorative piece.

We finally settled on a general form, but then began working with the slits
in the middle of  the “rock” . We needed to decided on how big our light
would be, and how much light we wanted to come out of  the light. So, we
built several more small prototypes to be able to see what it would look like.



PHASE 9 | TECHNICAL DRAWING | EXPLODE VIEW PHASE 9 | TECHNICAL DRAWING | ASSEMBLY



PHASE 10 | CONSTRUCTION | CHOOSING WOOD

We chose walnut as we loved how a dark wood looked with our LED lights. All of  our lights were cut from the same piece of  walnut.

PHASE 9 | TECHNICAL DRAWING | PART



PHASE 10 | CONSTRUCTION | LIGHT COMPONENT

We also did the electric parts of  the
light ourself. Alexander Swanson
was in charge of  this aspect of  the
design. As a group we decided to
use a micro USB charging point to
reduce waste of  batteries and be
more convenient to the buyer than a
rechargeable battery.

We decided to use three LED lights
to create an equal dispersion of  light
around the whole form of  our light.

PHASE 10 | CONSTRUCTION | LIGHT COMPONENT

We made several lights and our final electric structure
had 3 LED lights, a micro USB Charging port and a
gravity light switch. On the right, you can see that the
gravity switch allows the light to be turned off and on
simply by flipping the light over.



PHASE 10 | CONSTRUCTION | 

We then began production. To be able to 
produce consistent and accurate forms, 
we had to create several jigs. We created 
two different jigs for the different depths 
of  the holes that would soon house the 
electric components.

PHASE 10 | CONSTRUCTION | 

We also had to mill the charging port with the milling machine.

After this we were able to start getting creative with our rock forms. We 
first connected the two halves of  the rock and used a band saw to cre-
ate the general form that we wanted. Each rock took on a unique shape, 
adding to our design of  natural, organic forms.

We then used a router to round off the edges and began sanding to get a 
smooth surface.



PHASE 10 | CONSTRUCTION | LASER CUTTING

We laser cute 1/4 inch plexi-glass to house the electric components. We
layered three pieces on top of  each other to be tall enough to create the 
gap between the two wood pieces.

Finally we glued the lights down and created the final form.

PHASE 10 | CONSTRUCTION | LASER CUTTING



PHASE 10 | CONSTRUCTION 

We did a final treatment of  our wood components and used a bees wax 
to give the final smooth feeling of  the rock. The finishing brought our the 
rich grain of  the wood and took the light to another level of  refinement.

PHASE 10 | CONSTRUCTION 

As we know, many batteries, even though rechargeable, eventually lose 
their longevity. So we designed Holm to be able to be opened up to give 
access to the electric components.

We put a piece of  paper inside to give some more beauty to the product. 



PHASE 11 | PACKAGE & LOGO

As a group, we decided that we wanted simple packaging. We wanted possible buyers 
to be able to see the light that is emitted from Holm. On the front of  the packaging, 
the users are prompted to flip Holm in order to experience its function. On the back, 
a simple slogan is written establishing the Vancouver as home. 

The packaging is wrapped delicately around the rock and finished with a simple logo 
on a sticker to hold the pieces together.

PHASE 11 | PACKAGE & LOGO



TEAR SHEET/INSTRUCTIONS

On the back of  the pamphlet are 
instructions about use, chargning 
and maintenence.

TEAR SHEET/INSTRUCTIONS

In order to answer any questions that 
may arise, team Cerberus developed 
a pamphlet that would guide the user 
through the dynamics of  product.



COST BREAKDOWN

Through problem solving and working together, 

Team Cerberus developed a cost efficient way to 

build Holm. Though we constructed our product 

within the constraints of the Design Woodshop, 

our team designed the process to function in a 

large prduction setting. In addition, items bought 

in bulk for a Holm production line would greatly 

reduce the cost still further. 

FINAL PRODUCT

OFF. Holm is to act as a decoration for the house. A beautiful object 
on display. Perhaps a spark to an intriguing conversation.

ON. Holm will create a mood light for the user. It evokes a sense of  peace and
comfort. The light can accompany you from place to place in your home and 
make any nook a little warmer.



FINAL PRODUCT
FINAL PRODUCT



FINAL PRODUCT FINAL PRODUCT



FINAL PRODUCT FINAL PRODUCT



FINAL PRODUCT FINAL PRODUCT



FINAL PRODUCT END


